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Poonchai 

"Breathe In Asia"

Located right behind the railway station and near a lot of budget hotels,

Poonchai restaurant offers you an authentic taste of Thailand. The food

consists of perfectly balanced flavors wherein Thai spices are used in just

the right amount to create the perfect balance. If you don't like your food

to be too spicy, you can always ask the chef to cook the mild variety of the

dish. The ambiance of the restaurant is soothing, with long tables with

beautifully designed table cloths and flower vases full of cheerful

blossoms, an aquarium at the side and regional decor from Thailand

gracing the walls. You can come here for dinner alone or with a large

group of people. You can also book the venue for an event or meeting.

 +45 3322 2606  poonchai.dk/  info@poonchai.dk  Istedgade 1, Copenhagen
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Thai Pan 

"Great Food & Views"

Thai Pan, overlooking the lake, is a hot favorite when it comes to Thai

food. It is tastefully decorated with a glass-covered veranda for the

summer; a must place for Thai food lovers who care as much for ambience

as for authentic food. It is well worth the money. The prompt service is

definitely with a smile. Making a reservation is recommended since it is a

popular venue.

 +45 3536 0505  www.thaipan.dk  Korsgade 1, Copenhagen
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Khun Juk Oriental 

"Homemade from the Start"

Khun Juk Oriental in Boltens Gård is a stylish Thai restaurant, well-known

for preparing traditional Thai food that is homemade from the very start.

Here, spicy meets creamy and sweet, in soups as well as in steamed and

grilled dishes. Everything is homemade, which is why Khun Juk is also

somewhat more expensive than most Thai restaurants on Vesterbro. In

return for the prices, Khun Juk promises high quality and a unique

culinary experience. The walls are salmon-colored, the wooden floors

dark, and the linen tablecloths add a tasteful note. The décor consists of

paintings of lush green scenes and an elegant stone statue.

 +45 3332 3050  www.khunjuk.dk/  Store Kongensgade 9, Copenhagen
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Ayuttaya 

"For Some Thai Food"

For authentic Thai food at pocket-friendly prices, Ayuttaya is an excellent

choice. This local restaurant is run by a Thai family and offers a wide

menu of delicious dishes that draw inspiration from a wealth of family

recipes. Bold curries, punchy soups, and refreshing salads make for a

satisfying meal. Savor dishes like spicy fish cakes with cucumber dressing;

Thai fried noodles with prawns; steamed prawns with glass noodles chili,

and celery; and fried duck in sweet and sour sauce. For those who prefer

dining at home, the restaurant also offers take-away options.

 +45 3537 3868  ayuttaya.dk/locations/ayuttaya-dine-

in.html

 Griffenfeldsgade 39 A, Copenhagen
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